
Competitor Audit
Facebook and LinkedIn





Cover photo 
highlights current 
campaign 

Reposting a photo 
that doesn’t come 
from their archive 
(Culture Trip)

Geolocation

Likes = 851,000
Followers = 842,000
Post rate = 4/day

Links to their website

Branded memes 
generates traction 
(tagging) 

Friendly tone



High impact cover 
photo (colourful, 
people, laughter and 
movement). 

No continuity 
between cover photo 
or logo on Facebook 
and Linked In –
different branding 
strategy 

Simplistic bio in 
professional tone

“Contiki Holidays” 
rather than “Contiki” 
– elevates the brand 

Followers = 24,069

Post rate = 1/week

Topical posts as with 
Instagram / Facebook.  
Longer & more wordy, 
celebrating success 
that makes them 
unique.  More PR 
than just focussing on 
advertising their 
travel packages.





Cover video

Branded memes

Topical posts

Videos
Likes = 1.5M
Followers = 1.5M
Post rate = 1/day



Followers = 25,619

Post rate = 5/month –
in decline 

No continuity 
between cover photo 
and logo between 
Facebook and 
LinkedIn

Bio alludes to working abroad.  
Distinctive to LinkedIn as on other 
platforms the STA brand focusses 
purely on travelling for leisure 

Corporate tone: posts advertising 
new jobs roles (would only find this 
on LinkedIn)

Corporate tone: posts 
celebrating their staff 





Cover photo promoting a new 
campaign 

Likes = 197,000
Followers = 198,000
Post rate = 3/day

Links to website 

Photos on project to promote an 
expedition 

Testimonials



Followers = 6, 248

Post rate = 1/week

Cover photo and logo continuity between Facebook 
and LinkedIn

Videos 

Competition promo 
(this was also 
promoted on 
Facebook)





Cover photo – short, snappy tagline 

Video 
testimonial

Likes = 251,000
Followers = 245,000
Post rate = 3/week

Blog post 
promotion



Followers = 4, 764

Post rate = 1/week

Cover photo continuity but no logo 

Duplicate posts on 
Facebook and 
LinkedIn

Posts are rarely 
lengthy. As with all 
the other 
organisations, no 
use of emojis. 
More corporate 
tone.





Likes = 49,000
Followers = 50,000
Post rate = 1/week

Cover video

Highlight videos

Topical posts

Reposting other accounts 
with brand relevant 
content



Followers = 2.420

Post rate = 1/week 

Cover photo – no punchy tagline but nevertheless offers 
a description of the organisation 

Promotion of blog –
corporate focus as 
written by Director of 
Operations (this is 
less likely to be 
promoted on 
Instagram in this 
way) 

Topical post with 
popular hashtag 



Concluding Remarks
• Tone  Facebook and LinkedIn are more informative and formal.  The tone 

of posts on LinkedIn sometimes go even further, occasionally they are of a 
corporate tone (important to consider for partnerships). Note: on LinkedIn, 
very few emojis and chatty colloquialisms

• Post length  Facebook and LinkedIn tend allow for more lengthy posts as 
they are less informal than Instagram.  Note: Facebook and LinkedIn are 
less visual-heavy than Instagram – more appropriate platforms for wordy 
posts 

• Post type  although on Instagram all competitor organisations posted a 
limited number of videos, on Facebook and LinkedIn videos are far more 
frequent (linear feeds rather than grid feeds) 

• Traction  On LinkedIn, topical posts or posts with hashtags generated the 
most traction (appeals to the corporate / PR nature of LinkedIn as a 
platform).  On Facebook the same applies to Instagram (competitions, high 
impact content)

• User Interaction  not encouraged 
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